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There is a longing deep inside my soul
There is a place my spirit wants to go
It's far away from all these chains that bind
There is a world I long to leave behind

So, I wait and I wait
And I wait for the moment when You come for me
And rescue my heart from the pain that it's seen
My troubles are circling all around me
And I can't stop thinking

Just a few more days, I'll be going home
Just a few more hours and I'll be flying
It could be any minute now that You take me away
Or maybe just a few more days
A few more days

To You a day is like a thousand years
And only You know when the clouds will clear
So, let me not forget and fall away
Because a thousand years could be today

So, I'll wait and I'll wait
And I'll wait for the moment when You come for me
And rescue my heart from the pain that it's seen
My troubles are circling all around me
I've got to remember

Just a few more days, I'll be going home
Just a few more hours and I'll be flying
It could be any minute now that You take me away
Or maybe just a few more days
A few more days, walk on, I can't wait, I can't wait

Just a few more days and I'll be going home
And just a few more hours and I'll be flying
It could be any minute now that You take me away
Or maybe just a few more days, yeah
Just a few more days
Maybe just a few more days
Maybe just a few more days
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To You a day is like a thousand years
And only You know when the clouds will clear
So, let me not forget and fall away
Because a thousand years could be today
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